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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the experiences gained during the licensing

procedure for the steam generators for the SNR 300 LMFBR regarding

large sodium-water reactions. A description is given of the

different calculations executed to investigate the effects of

large leaks on the 85 MW helical coiled and straight tube steam

generators.

The investigations on the helical coiled steam generators are

divided in the formulations of fluid behaviour, dynamic force

calculations, dynamic response calculation and finally stress

analyses. Several results are shown.

The investigations on the straight tube steam generators are

performed using models describing fluid-structure interaction,

coupled with stress analyses. Several results are presented.

A description is given of the problems and necessary construction

changes during the licensing process.

Advises are given for future analyses and design concepts for

second generation commercial size LMFBR steam generators with

respect to large leaks; based on the experience, gained with

SNR 300, and using some new calculations for SNR 2.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a summary is given of the different

calculations executed to investigate the effects of

large sodium water reactions on LMFBR steam generators.

These calculations were carried out within the INB-

Consortium by NERATOOM, responsible for among others

the steam generators for the Kalkar plant and by

INTERATOM, responsible for the system design; partly

using the services of PISCES-International.

2. CALCULATIONS ON THE SNR 300 STEAM GENERATORS

2.1. General philosophy

An instantaneous Double Ended Guillotine (DEG) rupture

of a single steam-tube is defined as Design Basis

Accident (DBA) for SNR 300.

It appeared that for the SNR 300 steam generator design

this was only the beginning of a cyclus of calculations.

The first effect of the DEG is the pressure loading on

the steam generator.

One has to take this pressure loading into account in

two different ways:

- the quasi-static maximum pressure loading of

about 50 bars is used to design the wallthickness

of the vessel-parts;



2.2.

an investigation has to be executed with respect

to the dynamic effects of pressure waves travelling

with the sound velocity up and down the component.

These effects are important for.the internal and

external structures of the component.

It came about that this last investigation is very

difficult and rather sensitive to different construction

configurations.

The use of very sophisticated calculation techniques

showed to be necessary.

Even construction design changes during the calculation

and licensing process were necessary.

In SNR 300 two types of steam generators will be used:

two loops are to be equiped with three straight tube

steam generators each (fig. 1) and one loop will be

equiped with three helical coiled steam generators

(fig. 2). Each steam generator consists of an eva-

porator and a superheater [1].

In [2^ a brief overview is given of the above mentioned

large leak calculations. More details will be discussed

in this paper.

Helical coiled steam generator

The helical coiled steam generator (fig. 2) is very

sensitive to pressure waves, due to the multiple

horizontal surfaces of the internal structures. For

example: every winding of a tube runs practically

horizontal.1 Therefore pressure waves originating in the

sodium water reaction zone and reflecting upon (a.o.)

the component top and bottom do exert rather large

forces on the bundle and its support.
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The several calculation-phases will be presented now.

a. Calculations are made of the dynamic hydraulic

behaviour of the sodium in the steam generator,

using the Computercode ROLAST [3]. With this code

it is possible, using several one-dimensional

hydraulic elements, to make a very detailed model

of the sodium volumina in- and outside the steam

generator.

Fig. 3 shows such a ROLAST-model for the helical

coiled evaporator.

With this modelling it is possible to calculate

very detailed the time histories of pressures and

velocities of the sodium.

In fig. 4 some interesting time histories are

given in case a large leak is assumed in the

bottom of the component. The enormous pressure

differences of about 40 bars between top and

bottom of the component and of the bundle are

clearly to be seen.

b. Calculations are made of the resulting hydraulic

dynamic forces. For most parts of the steam

generator the forces are calculated using a

defined force whereby the force is equal to

product of pressure and area. For the tube bundle

the assumption is made: the force is to be calculated

out of the friction force due to the sodium velocity

added to the force due to pressure differences

over the bundle volume.

Fig. 5 shows this calculating method and some

results are given in fig. 6.

The calculated hydraulic force on the tube bundle

reaches abo'ut 600 kN. This dynamic force has a

frequency of 45 Hz.
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structures with respect to the dynamic forces. To

describe all construction items an extensive mass-

spring-system computer modelling was necessary.

Fig. 7 shows such a model, computed with ACSL-

routines. The stiffnesses of the important parts

were computed using 2D/3D-ANSYS-modelling (see

following paragraph) . In this way very detained

calculations were performed of the resulting

structural response forces and displacements of

the internal and external construction parts.

Fig. 8 shows some resulting dynamic forces. The

resulting dynamic response force on the bundle

supportstructure reaches about 2000 kN. The

resulting force on the concrete reaches about

1000 kN. For the external supportstructure and the

bundle support strips, these one-dimensional

results are sufficient.

d. Some two- and three-dimensional finite element

stress analyses were executed on important

contruction parts as the huge bundle support-

structure, in particular the force-transmission

from bundle support strips, via supportstructure

to flange-connection with the vessel needs in-

vestigation (fig. 2). A 3-Dim-ANSYS-model of a

part of this structure is given in f.ig. 9.

During the licensing procedure of the helical coiled

s.g. the cyclus of investigations mentioned above was

developed. Some years ago it became clear that the

results of this way of investigation made it necessary

to change the bundle supportstructure and bottom

support connection with the concrete.

2.3.

In the original design the helical coiled s.g. [4] had

a less stiff bundle supportstructure than nowadays. In

this design the frequency (fj = 45 Hz) of the hydraulic

forces and the eigen-frequcncy (f_ = 43 Hz) of the

supportstructure were uncomfortably close to each

other. In [1] a description is given of the study of

secondary internal supportstructures, with special high

damping items, as a means of avoiding complete bundle

failure. These were in principle accepted by the

licensing authorities.

Thanks to a recent safety ruling by the German authorities

that structures loaded below a certain limit (steady

state stress lower than 25 MPa) and designed and

fabricated according to strict standards are not supposed

to fail completely, the possibility was given to re-

design and re-inforce the supportstructure. In that way

the structure was stiffened to increase its eigen-

frequency (f2 = 73 Hz).

There was no more need for a secondary supportstructure.

In figure 10 a simplified impression is given of the

response behaviour of the several investigated structures,

as a function of the assumed damping.

It.has to be mentioned that the calculations as above

described for the new stiffened supportstructure passed

the licensing procedure succesfully. The helical coiled

s.g. ils now under construction.

Straight tube steam generator

The straight tube steam generator (fig. 1) presents

very few horizontal surfaces except the tube-sheets and

the tube support grids. Due to the very low volume of

these support grids, dynamic effects such as occurring

with the helical coiled bund.n.e are not to be expected.

This type of steam generator has its own special problems.
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Due to the great length of the component (20 m) the

pressure waves in the component have a longer period

than occured on the helical tube steam generator (8m).

If for example a large leak occurs just below the upper

tube-sheet, then this tube-sheet, under influence of

the huge pressure, will tend to move upwards. The

bottom tube-sheet will not move until the pressure

waves with a volocity of about 2000 m/s reach the

bottom of the steam generator.

In view of the fact that the bundle tubes connect both

tube-sheets a concentration of deformation in the upper

pare of the tube bundle can be expected. For this in-

vestigation pressure waves with a velocity of about 7000

m/s in the steel vessel and flow shroud have to be taken

into account too, and also the interaction with the

fluid. It will be clear that the for the heslical coiled

steam generator executed cycle of uncoupled (dynamic)

investigations is not sufficient to describe above

mentioned phenomena.

For design purposes the relatively cheap cycle including

mass-spring modelling was performed, however, for detailled

investigations and stress analyses two-dimensional fluid

structure modelling is necessary.

With' the Computercode PISCES-2DELK [5] (two-dimensional

finite difference method) an extensive model of the

straight tube evaporator was built.

Fig. 11 gives an impression of the axisymetric PISCES

structural model. This model consists of rigid bodies and

thin shells with full bending. Special modelling was

necessary for the hexagonal flow shroud, its connection

with the vessel and the bellows construction with radial

and axial displacement limits using gap/spring elements.

The floor connection with pre-stressed elastic elements

was modelled as well.

Fig. 12 shows a part of the fluid grid which was coupled

with the structural model. Special design features here

are the coupling with the in- and outlet perforation in

the flow shroud and the radial in- and outflow to the

secondary system.

Figure 13 gives some special PISCES-modelling featurer..

It has to be mentioned that as boundary condition the

sodium bubble pressure time history as calculated with

ROLAST was used, causing special treatment of the reaction

zone modelling.

Figure 14 shows a typical PISCES velocity vector plot.

Here the two dimensional effects of a sodium water

reaction in the top of the component are clearly visible.

Some interesting dynamic results are shown in figures

15 and 16. A maximum difference in movement of the

tube-sheets of about 14 mm was calculated.

Fig. 17 shows some stresses in the bundle tubes. The

resulting maximum Von Mises-stress in the tubes is

about 160 MPa (aQ 2 *» 180 MPa).

During the licensing process another question arose:

the licensing authorities demanded to be shown that the

flow shroud will never block the pressure relief nozzles

in case of a DBA in the sodium inlet or outlet area.

These nozzles are placed just opposite (under 90 degrees)

of the sodium in- and outlet nozzles. The interactive

coupling iof fluid and structure in PISCES and the

special cylindrical model of the hexagonal made it

possible to calculate the pressure differences between

in- and outside of the shroud.

Figure 18 gives some calculated radial displacements of

this fictive cilinder.

Using a 2-dimensional ANSYS-FEM-calculation taking into

account plasticity and large deformations the effects

of the maximum pressure differences on the flow shroud

were investigated.



160 Fig. 19 shows the model and its deformations. Plastic

deformations up to 6% in one edge of the hexagonal were

calculated using conservative boundary conditions on

the flange connection.

This integrity proof passed the licensing procedure

succesfully after an additional construction change,

i.e. a re-inforcement of the flange connection of the

flow shroud in the vicinity of the pressure relief

nozzles (fig. 1).

All straight tube steam generators are installed now in

Kalkar.

SOME NEW CALCULATIONS ON SNR 2-STEAM GENERATORS

For SNR 2 it is foreseen to use gas blankets in or near

the steam generators accordingly to SPX-l/SPX-2 to damp

the resonant pressure waves.

Several calculations brought the conclusion that,

assuming a DEG, this application brings a beneficial

dampening to the pressure loading of the secondary

system and the intermediate heatexchangers (IHX). The

steam generator itself benefits only taking into account

long time effects.

The initial pressure waves ana pressure differences

still cannot be ignored as a pressure loading for the

internal and external structures of the steam generators.

In reference [2] is argued that a wrong choice of the

dimensions of the gas blanket even can cause enourmous

pressure peaks.

In a. separate paper [7] the above mentioned post-SNR-300

calculations will be discussed.

4. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND ADVISES FOR FUTURE ANALYSES

As stated before the dynamic pressure, loading on the

internal and external structure of a steam generator,

due tj a DBA, always has to be taken into account.

SNR 300- and StlR 2-investigations confirm that this

loading cannot be reduced sufficiently using gas

blankets or different system configurations.

An efficient design of a steam generator therefore

cannot be done only taking to account the maximum

calculated DBA-pressure. Dynamic response calculations

have always to be executed tool

For design purposes a (one-dimensional) cyclus as used

for the SNR 300 helical tube s.g. can be sufficient to

estimate the necessary strength and stiffness of the

internal and external supportstructures of the steam

generator.

Taking into account the expected bigger size of future

steam generators, detail analyses tc.king two- and

three-dimensional effects and fluid structure interaction

have to be taken into account too, before defining the

final construction details.

The use of the codes SAPHYR, PTANER, PISCES ancl BEREPOT

[3] can cover these aspects sufficiently!
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Figure 3

ROLAST-model of the
helical coiled eva-
porator
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Figure 9 3-dim. ANSYS-model of bundle support structure
of helical coiled sunerheater
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Finure 10 Simnljfied resnonsecurve of tubebundle and its
sunnortstructure of the SNR 300 helical coiled
steamgenerator in case of a DBA



Figure 11
PISCES structure model
of straight tube
cvaDorator
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Figure 14 PISCES-velocity vector plot
straight tube evaporator.
Reaction-site in the ton
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evaoorator in case of a DBA in the ton (PISCES)
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Fiauro 18 Radial displacement of the flowshroud of the

straight tube evaporator (PISCES-2DELK)
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